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1. INTRODUCTION 
The following stochastic evolution equation is considered 
(1) 
i 
dX(t)~A(t)X(f)dt+B(t,X)dV(t)+C(t,X)dM(t)+dZ(r) 
X(O) = xc, 
in a real separable Hilbert space H, where for every f 30, A(t): DA(,) c 
H + H is a linear (possibly unbounded) operator, { V(r) )1a0 is a Hilbert 
valued process of bounded variation, { M(t) } , a 0 is a Hilbert valued locally 
square integrable martingale, { Z( t ) }, a o is a Hilbert valued semimartingale 
and B, C are operator valued functionals on the set of cadlag adapted H- 
valued processes (B may be multivalued). 
Particular cases of (I) have been studied by many authors, for example, 
by Arnold-Curtain-Kotelenez [ 11, Chojnowska-Michalik [2], Daletskii 
[4], Da Prato-Iannelli-Tubaro [S, 61, Gyongy [S], Ichikawa [9, lo], 
Kotelenez [ 14, 151, Krte [16], Mahno [17], Metivier [18], 
Metivier-Pellaumail [ 193, Metivier-Pistone 120. 211, Tubaro [23], Tudor 
[24,25], Krylov-Rozovskii [27]. 
We propose conditions which insure the existence and the pathwise 
uniqueness for the mild solutions of (I). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
K, H are real separable Hilbert spaces. We denote by (, ) inner products 
in Hilbert spaces and by 1. I norms of vectors or operators. L(K, H) is the 
space of bounded linear operators from K to H and L,(K, H) is the class of 
all Hilbert-Schmidt operators from K to H endowed with the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm II.)1 7. 
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(Sz, 9, P, 8; t >O) is a filtered probability space with the usual 
assumptions. M is a K-valued locally square integrable martingale, M’ is 
the pure jump part of A4 and (M) (resp. CM’]) is the Meyer process of A4 
(resp. the quadratic variation of M’). Z is a H-valued semimartingale with 
Z(0) = 0. V is a K-valued adapted process of bounded variation. N is a 
predictable increasing process. p is the o-field of predictable sets in 
R, x G, 9 is the completion of 9 w.r.t. &V(t) x dP. 
9” are the H-valued cadlag adapted processes endowed with the com- 
pact convergence in probability (denoted by -‘“). L(K, H, 9) (resp. 
L(K, H, g)) are the L(K, H)-valued processes which are point p- 
measurable (resp. point g-measurable). A’( K, H, p, M) is the completion 
of p-measurable L(K, H)-simple processes w.r.t. the inner product 
(B, C>=?b xR Trace(BQ,C*) da,+, 
(QM is the characteristic operator associated with M and CI~ is the Doleans 
measure of 1 MI*). A*(K, H, 9, M) contains possibly unbounded operators 
and the stochastic integral jtO,l, hdkf can be defined for every h in this class 
(see [ 181 or [ 191). A’,, is a H-valued &-measurable random variable with 
E( IX, I*) < co. B is defined on 9” with values in the set of all multivalued 
applications from R + x R to 2H and C: G@f?II + A “(K, H, 9, M). Let 
U: H + 2H be a multivalued operator and L 3 0. Denote D(U) = 
{x; UX # @>; R(U) = UrEH Ux; @x = Proj.,O (hence VU\- is the element 
from Ux with minimum norm). 
DEFINITION 2.1. U is called L-dissipative if for every x, y E D( U), 
uEUx,vEUy we have 
2(u-v,x-y)<L Ix--l’i*. 
Therefore U is L-dissipative if L/2 - U is a monotone operator. 
DEFINITION 2.2. U is called maximal L-dissipative if it is L-dissipative 
and L/2 - U is maximal as monotone operator. Recall that if U is maximal 
L-dissipative then R( 1 - I*U) = H for every I < 2/L and we can define the 
resolvent J, U: H + H of U by 
(Jj,U)X=(l-~“U)~‘x, XCH 
and the Yosida approximation of U by 
Uj. X = (J; U - 1) X/n, XE H. 
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It is known that J,CI, U, are Lipschitz continuous with constants 
(1 -X/2) ‘, 2[A( I - iL/2)] ‘. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let U he maXima L-dissipative. Then 
(i) ,for every XE D(U) and AL< 1 
IUj.xl G2 IuodyI 
(ii) ,for every x, y E D(U), and j-L < 1, pL < 1 
2 (x-y, u;. x - u,, I’ > 
<3L Ix-yl*+ [4(A+p)+ 12L(~“2+c12)](luoxI2+ lU”~l’,. 
Proc$ (i) We have 
2(U”X-Uj.X,X-(Jj.U)X)dLIX-(Jj,U)X12 
or equivalently 
2(lJ!-u;.x, -xJj,X)6L121Uj,x~2. 
It follows that 
(I-IL/2)/Uj,X12d(uOX, Uj.X)dIUOX/ IU;Xl 
where from 
I Uj.Xl d l/( 1 -AL/2) I U”Xl < 2 I UOX 
(ii) Let x, y E D( U), and ;IL < 1, pL < 1. Then utilizing the dis- 
sipativity of U in (Jj, U) x, (J, U) y and (i) we obtain 
2(x-y, u,x- U,y) = -2(uJ;,x-/l&y, u,x- i&y) 
+2((J2u)x-(Jpu)Y, u~x~u~Y~~LLcI~J~u~x~~J~u~Y121 
+2(i+PL) IUAXI IU,Yl G4(~+PL)(Iw2+ I@Y12) 
+3L[I(Jj,u)x-x12+ Ix-y12+ I(JflU)y-y12] <4(A+/l)(IuOX12 
+ Iuoy12)+3L(~2 I”j,x12+ JX-yy12+/L2 (Ufly12)64(A+~)(IuOX(2 
+ /U0y12)+3L(4A2 IUOXI2f4~2 luoy12+ Ix-y12)< [4(2+/l) 
+ 12L(A2+~2)](Iu0xlZ+ IU0yl’)+3L Ix-yl2. 
We introduce the following assumptions: 
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ASSUMPTION (a). A(t) is the quasi-generator of an evolution operator 
U(t, s) on H (see [ 11, 13, or 261) and U is of contraction-type, i.e., for 
all T > 0, there is a Hilbert space norm 1.1 T equivalent to ( * ) H and a con- 
stant jT < co such that 
I UC s)l L(H,,-IT)~exp{B,(t-s)} for all 0 < s 6 t < T. 
ASSUMPTION (b). The multivalued application j’( t, o, x): R + x Q x H 
+ 2H has the domain Df(t, w, .) = H for every t, w  and satisfies for every 
t 30, (I) E R, x, y E H, u~f(t, o, x), u Ef(t, o, y), and for some constant 
L>O 
(/I1 )f( t, o, .) is maximal L-dissipative, 
(82) lf0k 0, XII2 <Ul + lx12), 
(83) JJ(t, ., x) is e-measurable and J;J(., w, x) is left continuous 
with right-hand limits. 
Remark 2.1. The Lipschitz property of fi.(t, w, .) and (83) imply that 
for every XE gH,fi(t, w, X(t -, 0)) is left continuous (in particular is 
predictable). 
DEFINITION 2.3. An application h defined on 9H and with values in 
L(K, H, 9) or n’(K, H, 9, M) is nonanticipating if for every stopping time 
t and X, YES, with Xlr,,,,= Ylmr, we have 1 ro, ,lh(J’) = 1 ro,,lh( Y). 
DEFINITION 2.4. By a N-mild solution of (I) we mean a pair (X, q) such 
that 
(i) X is a cadlag adapted H-valued process, 
(ii) qcL(K, H,@) and q( t, o) E B(X) (t, w) for dN( t) x #-almost 
all (t, 01, 
(iii) The following equality holds for &V(t) x &‘-almost all (t, o) 
(2.1) 
Moreover if there exists Q’ c Q with P(P) = 1 such that (2.1) holds for 
every t B 0, cu E 52’ then (X, 9) is called mild solution. 
Remark 2.2. If h E A’(K, H, 9, M) then the stochastic convolution 
integral j,o,,, U(t, S) h(s) &4(s) is well defined and always will be con- 
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sidered cadlag (see [ 18 or 191 for definition and [ 141 for the existence of a 
cadlag version). 
If r’ E V,, then denote by J”, >ti the processes from V,! (the stopping at z 
and T - ) defined by 
J" =)'I ~o,~J +j', 1 cr. , 1, >" =!'1 ~o.~I +>'7 1 rr, I I 
(by definition y. = 0 and ~1’ =O on r = 0). The following localization 
property holds. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 5 he u stopping time. Then P - U.S. ,for all t 3 0 
s u(r AT,s)dfqs)=j U(t.s)dM’(s) (2.2) 10. * h I] (0.11 
and if z is predictable 
U(t, s) dM’ (s) (2.3) 
Proof: Fix T> 0 and define s(p) = Ti/2” if s E (i/2p, (i + 1)/2”], p E N, 
i = 0, l,..., 2p-1 and 
Yy = i‘ U(t, 4~)) dWs)> zy= 
I 
WC J(P)) dWs) 
IO.11 (O.fJ 
It is known (see [14]) that 
P 
U(t, s) dM(s) - 0 
U( t, s) dW(s) - 0. 
In particular 
P 
U(t A T, s) dM(s) - 0. 
Therefore it is sufficient to show that YT, i = Z$’ P - as. for all t d T. But 
this fact follows easily path by path by considering the subcases t<<z and 
5 < t. 
Now suppose T predictable. Then M’- is also a square integrable mar- 
tingale (see [22; Lemma 2.8, p. 2071). The rest of the proof follows as in 
c-221. 
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3. THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF MILD SOLUTIONS 
From now on we assume that H= H, 0 H,; K= Y@) R with Hi, Y real 
separable Hilbert spaces, 
A(t) = A,(t): DA,(t) c Hi * Hi 
(we denote by U, U, the evolution operators generated by A, A!), 
46 Xl = 
B,(t> Xl 0 
o 
BAf, W + Bitt, X,(t - )I ' 
B,: 9n -+ L( Y, H,, a), 
B;: R, xRxH~-+~~~, 
C(t, X) = C,: gf, -+ A’(K, H, .Y, M) 
M,, M, are K-valued locally square integrable cadlag martingales. 
Observe that in the present case (I) is equivalent to the system 
I 
dX,(t)=A,(t)X,(t)dt+B,(t,X)dV,(t)+C,(t,X)dM,(t)+dZ,(t) 
(11) 
dX,(t)EA,(t)X,(t)dt+ B,(t,X)dVz(t)+B;(t,X,(t-))dV;(t) 
+ CA& X) dM,(t) + dZ,(t) 
X(0)=X, 
where X = (;;), Vi (resp. V2) are Y-valued (resp. real valued) cadlag 
adapted processes of bounded variation and Z = (;;) with Z; 
Hi-valued semimartingales such that Z,(O) = 0. 
Remark 3.1. Excepting the case of Gybngy [S] all the stochastic 
equations listed in Section 1 are covered by (II). 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume the ,following hypotheses on (II): 
(a) Ai satisfies the assumption (N) on Hi, 
(b) There exist, the Yosidu approximation Al(t) =n((l - 
n ‘A))’ - 1) of A j(t) which generates an evolution operator v(t, s) and a 
Hilbert space D c H such that the embedding D + H is dense and continuous, 
with the properties.. 
(b,) D/m 3 D ,for all t > 0, 
(b2) A, A”E L(D, H) and the functions t + A(t), t + A”(t) from R, to 
L(D, H) are norm continuous, 
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(b3) For each t, IVP have A”(t) + A(t) .strongi~~ in L(D, H) and ,fbr 
some positive constant C we huve 
sup IA”(t)1 <c’ IA(t 
(b4) U”( t, s) + U( t, s) strongI?> in L(H), unijormlJ> in 0 < s 6 t ,< T, 
(c) B,, C, ure nonanticipating and B,(t, X) E L,( Y, H,)Jor each XE GH 
and t30, 
(d) B; satisj?es the ussumption (b) on H,, 
(e) dN>max{dt+d~IJ, dt+dIVv,/+dIV;I, d(M,)+d[M’,], 
dCMzl1, 
(f) For every r > 0 there exists an increasing predictable process yr null 
i {IBAt, Y)-B,(t, Y’)l’ 
i= I 
+Trace[(Ci(t, Y)- Ci(t, Y’)) QM(t). (C(t, Y) - C,*(t, y’))l 
dy;[sup IY,(S)- Y;(s)l2+ I YAt- I- mt- )I’1 ,<I 
on the set {o; sup,, <, I Yb, ~11 v I yb, 011 6 r}, 
in 0 which is N-integrable and such that ,for every Y, Y’ E 9,, 
(g) There exists an increasing predictable process y N-integrable such 
that ,for every YE GSnH and t 3 0 
,c, { I/ Bitt, Y)lli + TraceCC,(t, Y) Q,dt) C(t, VI f 
6y, {I +yy ClY,(s)l’+ lL(~41’1~. 
Then there exists a pathwise unique N-mild solution of (II). 
Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.1 generalizes to a certain extent the results of 
Da Prato-IannelliLTubaro [S, 63, Ichikawa [9, lo], Kotelenez [ 1.51, Krte 
[16], Metivier-Pellaumail ([ 181 or [19]) and Tubaro [23]. 
Remark 3.3. General conditions which insure (b) can be found in Kato 
[ 13, Sect. 12, p. 663. 
Proof of theorem. Without loss of generality we may assume that yr = y 
for every r and that (f) holds for every Y, Y’ E gH (see [IS]). Observe that 
X is N-mild solution of (II) if and only if R= X- 2, where 
Z(t) = I(,,,, U( t, s) dZ(s), is N-mild solution of 
dF(t)EA(t)X(t)dt+B(t,X+Z)dV(t)+C(t,X+Z)dM(t). 
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The new coefficients B( t, 8-t Z), C( t, X+ Z) also satisfy (f) with 
y: = [sups<, IZ(s)l + 11 Y, instead of y(y: is also N-integrable and pre- 
dictable). So we may assume that Z= 0. 
Existence. Step 1. For every positive integer n and 2 < L.-I consider the 
approximating equations 
dX’;(t)=A,(t)X’;(t)dt+B,(t,X’)dV,(t)+C,(t,X’)dM,(t) 
(II’) dXq(t)=A,(t)X:(t)dt+B,(t,X’)dl/,(t)+Bi,,,(t, x;(t-))dV;(t) 
+ C,( t, Xl) dM,( t); P(0) = x0 
‘dX;~“(t)=A;(t)X~~“(t)dz+B,(t,X”~”)dV,(t) 
+ C,(t, A+-“) dM,(t) 
+ B;.,( t, A’:“‘( t - )) dV”( t) 
+ C,( t, Xi,“) dM,( t); x’,“(O) = X, 
Since we are in the Lipschitz case it follows by the contraction principle 
that (II’) has a pathwise unique mild solution X (see [15]) and that (II”) 
has a pathwise unique strong solution (see [ 181). In this step we shall shot 
that for ,fixed 1”, Xi.,” -+;,“* r X. Denote 
$t)=j’(y,+4L+l)dN(s) 
0 
(i is predictable) and for 0 <E < 1, T, R > 0, n E N define the following 
stopping times: @R)=inf(t>O; Ix”(t)1 3 R), S(M) = inf(t 3 0; 
Ix”,“(t)-xi(t)1 >a), a(m)=inf(tbO; $(t)>m), T’(n)=d(R) A TA a(m), 
T(n) = T’(n) A r~ for a stopping time 0 specified later. 
Also to simplify the notation we omit the exponent k in this step and if y 
is a process we write y(t) or y, for the value of y at t. 
If we denote by B the coefficient of I/ in (II’) then by using the 
localization lemma and the nonanticipating property of B,, C, we get 
(x” - J(y) = s wt3 3) 1 co, T(n)] [B(s, (Lq7(“)) (O.fl 
- i&s, X7‘(“))] dV(s) + 1 U’(t, .y) 1 [O.T(,z),CC(S, (Y’)V 
tar1 
- C(s, A-‘)] dM(s) 
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+i [L”‘(I. .s) - U(r, ,s)] B(.s. Jr”*‘) c/C’(s) -lo.il 
+ ?1c,. I ] 
[Y(/. .s) - U(1, s)] C‘(.s, ,yd’R)) &f(s) 
=/‘;(r)+rq(t)+(;(f)+I(;(t). 
Let r < T’(H) be a stopping time. Utilizing (f), (g), the Schwartz inequality 
for the part driven by V and the Kotelenez stopped Doob inequality (see 
[ 151) for the part driven by A4 we obtain 
E(sup (II;(t)l’+ll’,‘(r)l’)dC(T, R, m) E 
,<T L 
1 sup 1(X”-X)““‘l*&(s) 
(0. i) , < I 1 
(3.1) 
From ( b4) we easily conclude that for each compact set K’ c H 
lim { sup max ) [I”( t, s) .Y - L/( t, s) .Y/ ) = 0 (3.2) 
,i + I ,eK’ rs,s I 
Choose a complete orthonormal system icp, ) for H such that (P,E D for 
all ,j and denote P, the projection of H onto the subspace spanned by 
[‘p ,,..., ‘pa 1, Pi =I-PA. V(t)=jco,,,B(s, X”‘H’)dV(s). We have 
lpi’ [ .,,( t, s) - U( t, .s,] P, B(s, X”‘K’) dV(.F) 
1O.il 
+ 
I 
[ .,I( t, s) - U( f, s)] P: B(s, X”‘R’) dV(s) 
(0. I I 
=Jy(r)+Jp(r) 
By partial integration we obtain 
J;‘J( f) = J [U”(f, s) A”(s)- U(r, s) A(s)] P, v(s) ds 
CO.11 
hence 
U”(t, .s)[A”(.s)-A(s)] P, V(s) ds ’ 
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+2E sup 
i I{ 
[U”(t, s) - U(t, s)] A(s) P, B(s) ds * 
l<T (O,fl Ii 
62sup sup IU”(~,.Y)~* E I[A”(s)-A(s)] P, @)l’ds 
n s c I s 7 i 
5 
(0. *I 1 
+2E sup 
i j 
I[u’l(r,S)--(t,S)]A(s)Pk~(S)12d.~ . 
rs 7’ (0.r) I 
Clearly for k fixed 
E 
(1 
I [A”(s) -A(s)] P, V(s)\ d.7 
(0.r) I 
y 0 
Next we show that for every w 
sup 
rs T 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
For v > 0 by Lusin’s theorem there is a closed set F(o) c [0, s(o)], with 
mes( [0, s(o)]\F(w)) < y and such that s + P, I/(s, u) is continuous on 
F(o). Then cp: s -+ A(s) P, v(s, w) is continuous on F(w). 
Let K(w) be a compact set such that K(w) I cp(F(o)). Then we have 
sup l[V(r, s)- U(t, s)] A(s) P, qs, w)12 
5 E I‘( 08, ,. I 6 7 
d sup sup I[r/,l(t,s)-U(r,s)].u/?~O by (3.2). 
.Y E kl 01 ). f 6 7’ \ cg K, ,,, , 
Next we have 
sup s l[vll(t, s)- U(r, s)] A(s) P, &s)(‘ds ,G 7 (O.T(W)) F(W) 
d const. mes ([0, r(w)]\F(o)) d const. y 
Now (3.5) follows easily. 
From (3.5) and the dominated convergence theorem we deduce 
l[CY(t,.s- U(r,s)] A(s) P, V(s)\*ds ll’r 0. (3.6) 
The relations (3.3) (3.4), and (3.6) imply 
E(sLlp IJ;J(t)l2) --t 0 as n-co. (3.7) 
,<T 
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By SchwartL’s inequality we have 
E(sup iJi.L(r)i’)<const. E 1 
1 
lP,- B(.s, ,PR’)12 d / VI(s) 
i c : “lo.:, 1 
and the last term converges at 0 by the dominated convergence theorem 
since IIP: B(s, X”‘R’ )Ili=Trace[P,B(s, JPCR1 ) I?*($ P’“‘)(P:)*] + 0. 
Therefore 
sup E(sup @qf)l’) --f 0 as k+x. (3.8) 
II ,<T 
From (3.7) and (3.8) we get 
&sup Il’;(r)l’) + 0 as n-t%. (3.9) 
,<r 
Similarly we obtain 
E(sup Ilr;(t)l’) +o as n+co. (3.10) 
,<T 
The relations (3.1 ), (3.9), and (3.10) imply 
&sup I(‘Y-x);(q2) 
,<I 
sup I(X’-X)~““I’~~(.F) 
where lim,, - i fl(n, R) = 0. Applying (3.11) to T = t(u) = inf(r d T’(n); 
y(t) > U) and using the time change theorem we arrive at 
E( sup I(X’-X)7”“‘12) I f<T,U, 
/l(n, R)+/“E( sup I(Xn-X)%(“)12)dt 
0 5 <T(I) 
where from 
lim E( sup j (,Y ~ X):(tJ)l’) 
li- 1 i<7(Ul 
<C(T, R,rn)/” lim E( sup &Y”-X);11~‘)12)dt 
(, II + 7 .\ i TfIl 
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so that for every u < m 
lim E( sup I(Y-X)f(‘)12)=0. 
n-m 147(u) 
Taking u = m we deduce 
lim E( sup l(Y -X):““)12) =O. 
n+az , < 7“(n) 
(3.12) 
Let a(m) be stopping times such that u(m) < a(m), a(m)r co (see [12; 
Lemma 1.37, p. 173). Applying (3.12) for a=cc(m) we obtain 
lim E[I(X”-X)(&R) A S(n) A T A a(m))l’] =O. 
n-x. 
Then 
PC sup I(xl~-X)(t)122E) 
(<b(R) A TA x(m) 
<P(I(X”-X)(6(R) A S(n) A TA cc(m)l’>r) 
d l/s.E[((X’-X)(6(R) A S(n) A TA a( -0 
+O as n-+cc, 
P(sup I;r2(f)-X(f)l*),&)+O as n+m. 
I<T  
Step 2. We shull show that X -XL’ -+“p 0 us i., p + 0. Denote dt/dN =f, 
dV,ldN =g, dV2/dN =g’. Next C? denotes a constant which depends only 
on L, p, T and which may change from time to time. We can write 
dXf”(t)=A~(t)Xf~“(t)dt+B,(r, x”~“)dV,(t)+C,(t, X’-n)dM,(t) 
dXi”(t) = [A;(t) X;%‘z(t)f(r) + B,(t, Xi,“) g(t) 
+ B;,j-( t, Xq”‘( t - )) g’(t)] dN( t) + C,( t, XI,“) L~Mz( t). 
For T> 0 and stopping times 0, CJ;, i = 1, 2, 3, we put U = CJ A CJ, A T, 
V= g2 A cr3 and 
(and I’.” the corresponding expression associated with X-, Xl’), 
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Then for every stopping time T <O(P) A 7.. by using the Kotelenez 
stopped Doob inequality. we obtain 
Denote 
A(r)=A’,‘(t)(Xq,“-X:‘.“): f(t)+ [Bz(f, (‘r.“)( -B2(r, (,‘.“)( )]g(t) 
+ IK(f? VOW- ) - &Jr, (X$“) (t- ))] g’(t) 
K(I)=j [C,(.s, Y.‘,) - c-,(x, F’.“)] dM,(.s). 
(0. 11 
Recall that 
for every .Y E H,, t < T and n large enough. Also, (/j2) and Lemma 2.1 imply 
2(s-1’> B>.,(r, (0, .u)- &(r, w, y,) 
d3L/s-!,I’+B(/1,~)(2+lxl?+I!,I2) 
foreveryx,JEHz,&p<L ‘,t>O,co~Q, 
where lim fl(i, p) = 0. (3.15) 
;,/I - 0 
le;,j.(f, 0, -U)l’ ~4L( l + I-Ul”) for all .Y E Hz, i. < L ‘, t, w. (3.16) 
By Ito’s formula (see [7; Theorem 2]), (f), (3.14) (3.15) we obtain for 
V<T 
I(Jy-qy:‘l’<C j 
i 
r;qt-)&(f) 
(0. Vl 
+ Qk P) 1 [I +J$(t-)+J,“(t-)1&(t) +m”(V). (3.17) 
(0. VI I 
Choose a sequence of stopping times (c?) which reduces m. Applying 
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(3.17) for CS~ = T A C’ and taking the expectation and letting i -+ co we 
deduce 
E[I(X:,“-X~.“)U(o,)(2]~C z;“(G) di(t) 1 
+o(A PL) Ej (1 +J$t-)+JE(C-))&((r) ) 
(0.~11 
where from for every predictable stopping time o 
E[I(X~.“-X’;,“)U(a-)12]~~ Z+‘(t-)dj(r) 
1 
+@j.,p)E J I (1 +J:;(r-)+J~:(t-))~~(r) 11 (3.18) ( 0. (i 1 
Applying (3.13), (3.19) for CJ = o(p) A T and by using the time change 
theorem we obtain 
E[Z;J’(Tr\a(p)-)]<C j”E[l~,,‘(T~~(u)-)]drr 
0 
+e(n,~)SPEC1+J:,(Tr\a(u)-)+.li:(T~a(u)-)]du 
0 
Also, computation gives (by using the Kotelenez stopped Doob inequality, 
(f) and (3.16)) 
E sup l...‘yr)l’ <c. 
1 
(3.20) 
r<o,p, A 7’ 
Then (3.19) becomes 
E[I,‘,,“(TAcJ(~)--)]<~ IPE[I:,,I’(Th~(~)-)]d~+8(1,~) 
1 0 
hence 
E[Z$I”(TA a(p)-)]<C&~,/L) 
and by Fatou’s lemma 
E[p+( T A o(p)- )] d (%(A, ,u) 
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,,lfto E[P’( T A o(p)- )] =O. (3.21) 
In particular taking (T] = CI( p) we deduce 
lim E[I(X”-XV)(r A a(p) A T)l’] =O 
i.lC - 0 
where from (see step 1) 
lim P sup Ix’(t)-P(t)l’>~ =O. 
2. p - 0 i IZST > 
Step 3. By Fatou’s lemma we deduce from (3.20) 
E sup IP(t <c. 1 (3.22) r<dp) A T  
From Step 2 we find a cadlag process X such that X” +‘p X as i + 0. 
Therefore there is a sequence of stopping times 8(p) /* CC such that 
,:;pp, IX”(t)-X(t)l’ =0 1 (3.23) 
(eventually we take a subsequence in E.). Define r = H(p) A a(p), 
q,(f) = B”(r, (x”)‘) (recall that B is the coefficient of V in (II’)) and for a 
process h we put K= h’ Then (3.22) implies 
for every /1< L ‘, so that without loss of generality we may assume that 
lim, .+o Qj, = Q weakly in L2( [0, r] x Sz, &V(t) x 0) = S. Therefore we can 
define the process ~EL(K, H,p) by q(t)=q(f) if t<r (57~0 asp+co). 
We may assume (see (3.23)) that lim, +0 pi= XT weakly in L2(0, 9$, P). 
Step 4. By stopped Doob’s inequality we obtain 
U(t, s)(C(s, x”) - C(s, X)) &4(s) 2 II 
sup /x’(t)-X(t)12 +O 
I 
as 2-0. 
,<i 
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Therefore 
I 
CP 
I/( t, s) C(s, P) M(s) A 
s 
U( t, s) C(s, X) dM(s). 
(O.fl i. + 0 (0, (1 
Letting A+ 0 in (II’) we deduce 
(we may assume yI cadlag) and the equality 
x(t)=u(t,o)xo+ij(t)+j u(t,S)C(S,X)dM(s). 
(0.~1 
It remains to show that 
f(t)= j Vh s) v(s) Ws) for diV( t) x dP-almost all (1, w) 
co.r1 
or by stopping at T- that 
5(t)= j U(4 s) fib) m4 for dfi( r) x &‘-almost all (t, 0). (3.24) 
co.r1 
Let cp: S-+ S be the operator 
4(h)=jlo,., U(., s) h(s) da(s) 
We have by Schwartz’s inequality 
U( t, s) h(s) d&s) * d&j t) I 1 
< E 
1 
m*(T) e2/‘7 T  
s 
Ih(s d’(s) <C IhI’. 
(0.77 1 
Consequently 4 is continuous in the strong topology on S. It follows that 
4 is continuous in the weak topology and in particular we get 
h(f) w s WC s) O(s) 44 weakly in S. (3.25) (0, r1 
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By (3.23 ), (3.25 ) we have for 1% E S 
where from (3.24) follows. 
Step 5. We shall prove thut q( t, co) = (z;)(t, o) E B(t, X)(o) for dN(t) x 
#-almost all (1, 0). First, since p --*“” X, it follows by using (f) that P-as. 
for all t 2 0 we have 
rl(f, Q) = ( 
B,(c X)(o) 
Mf, X)(m) + rl’(f, 0) > ’ 
So all we need to show is that q’(t, o) E B,( t, X,(r - ))(o) for dN(t) x dP- 
almost all (t, 0). But this fact follows from Proposition 1 of [S] (with dN 
instead of dt). 
Uniqueness. Let (xi, vi), i = 1, 2, be two N-mild solutions of (II) with 
xi(O) = X0. Define, for i= 1, 2, the following processes 
/YL(f) = U(t, 0) AR(i, A(0)) x0 
+.I U(t, s) AR(i, A(s)) q’(s) dV(s) (0. 11 
+ I U(t, s) AR(A, A(s)) C(s, X’) dM(s) co,r1 
where R(A, A(t)) is the resolvent of A(t). 
Step 6. We shall show that .J?’ -;“t x X’. We consider 
x,(t)-X’,“(t)= U(t, O)[X,-1R(;1, A(O)) X0] 
+s U(f, s)Cvf - J-RCA A(s)) rl:l dV(s) car1 
+ s U(t, s)[C(s, Y) - AR(I1, A(s)) C(s, Xi)] dM(s). (O.fl 
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Let ~(p)=p A a(p) A inf(t>O; IX’(t) ( v 1 X’(t)1 >p). For fixed p we have 
E sup i~@-xi~~(t)1* 
r<f(P) 1 
+E IS',-~R(3,,A(s))il:I'dN(s) 1 
+E s[ Trace{ (C(s, Xi) - ,%(A, A(s)) C(s, Xl)) (O.r(p)l 
x p,Js)(c*(s, Xi) - IR(E”, A(s)) c*(s, X’))} m(s) II = C(I, + I, + I,). 
Clearly I, -+ 0 as 3, + co. Since, by (/I2), (f), on s < Z(p) and A large 
enough, yj,:, iR(A, A(s)) ~6 are bounded by an N-integrable function it 
follows by the dominated convergence theorem that I, + 0 as 3. + co. 
In the same way we obtain that I, + 0 as II -+ so. Therefore 
sup IA?(t)-X’,‘(t)l’ =0 
t<T(p) 1 
and in particular Pi -+;,p* rx. x’. 
Step 7. By Lemma 2.1 of [3] or Lemma 3.1 of [lo] we deduce that 
Xi,” is also a strong solution of 
LLv”(t) = A(t) ‘v”(t) dt +j l”R(A, A(s)) q;. dV(s) (0, t1
+ s l”R(A, A(s)) C(s, xl) dM(s) tar1 
F”(0) = ;IR(%, A(0)) x0 
Denotel~(t)=sup,.,I(X~,~),~-(~,~)sul2+I(X:,i.-X:,i.)lUI2andZ(t)the 
corresponding term associated with X’, X2. 
As in the Step 2 we deduce for every predictable stopping time c 
E[sup IX;,“(t)-#,“(t)l*] 
t<(T 
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lR(i, A(t))(X;-X*)q-)))] dj(t) I 
Adding the last two relations (written for CJ = o(p) A T) and letting 3. + <CC 
we get 
E[Z(T A o(p) - )] 6 c I’ E[Z( T A a(u)- )] dz4 0 
where from by Gronwall’s lemma E[I( T A a(p)- )] = 0. In particular 
E[IX’(cr(p) A T)- X’(cc(p) A T)l’] =0 and letting p + a3 we get 
X’(t) = X’(t) as. The proof of theorem is finished. 
Remark 3.4. If U(t, S) = I for every s, t then by Theorem 1 of [7] it 
follows that (II) has a pathwise unique solution. 
We do not know if the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 insure the existence 
and pathwise uniqueness of mild solution of (II). 
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